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The ICE – Italian Trade Agency is the Italian government 
organization working to develop, facilitate and promote eco-
nomic and commercial relationships abroad and marketing 
Italian goods and services internationally. It further promotes 
the “Made in Italy” image around the world and Italy itself as a 
destination for foreign investment.

The ICE – Italian Trade Agency operates under the authority 
and supervision of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Interna-
tional Cooperation (MAECI). Through its international pres-
ence, alongside the Italian diplomatic network, the ICE – Italian 
Trade Agency works together with business organizations and 
other public and private entities to offer coordinated support 
for
businesses and Italian organizations involved in the globaliza-
tion process.

ROME HEADQUARTERS:
ICE – Agenzia per la promozione all’estero  
e l’internazionalizzazione delle imprese italiane
Via Liszt, 21 
00144 Roma, Italy
Tel: +39 06 59921 
arredamento.oggettistica@ice.it
www.ice.it 

Berlin Office:
ICE – Italienische Agentur für Außenhandel 
Schlüterstraße, 39 
10629 Berlin, Germany 
Tel: +49 30 884 40 300
berlino@ice.it 
www.ice.it/en/markets/germany

From its Rome headquarters, with offices in Milan and around 
the world, the ICE – Italian Trade Agency provides information, 
assistance and promotion services to businesses and institu-
tions, encouraging cooperation within the industrial, agricultur-
al and agrifood sectors, distribution and tertiary businesses, 
to expand the presence of Italian companies on international 
markets. In order to support the Italian industrial and foundry 
sector the ICE – Italian Trade Agency offers a wide range of 
initiatives worldwide, such as participation in trade fairs, pres-
entations and bilateral workshops.

In Germany the ICE – Berlin office organizes many promo-
tional events with Italian regions, provinces, manufacturers 
associations, chambers of commerce, private companies and 
collective pavilions in international trade fairs.

3.1 H75

WELCOME

Dear visitors,

It is with great pleasure that I would like to welcome you at 
Ambiente 2024 in Frankfurt am Main - the most important 
international trade fair for home furniture and interior design 
sectors worldwide.

This year, the Italian Trade Agency will participate with a del-
egation of 30 Italian exhibitors, who will exhibit through ITA in 
Halls 3.0 and 3.1. With their innovations in the fields of interior 
design and interior decoration, they will provide information 
about their products, emphasizing the creative flair of the land 
of design. Among the products showcased are home furni-
ture, ornamental articles, designer lamps and chandeliers and 
home textiles. 

After a two-year period of exceptional growth, the furniture 
sector still seems to show a positive trend in 2023, although 
tending toward a slowdown. The Mediobanca Research Area 
analyzed the economic-financial data of 286 domestic man-
ufacturing companies with a turnover of more than 10 million 
euros in 2021: despite the many uncertainties due to the geo-
political environment and the inflationary push, 57 percent of 
companies had increased sales and exports in 2023 as well.

We would be delighted if you would use our presence at Ambi-
ente 2024 as a starting
point to know more about Italy’s home interior design and 
decoration industry, beginning with the companies of our 
delegation.

In renewing my wishes for a successful participation at Ambi-
ente 2024 and fruitful
new business prospects, I would like to remind you that our 
Berlin Office is at your disposal
for any required information and assistance.

Warmest wishes,

Francesco Alfonsi
Director
ITA Berlin Office
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CNA, the Italian Confederation of Craft Trades and Small- and 
Medium-Sized Enterprises, has been representing the interests 
of craft companies, SMEs, and all forms of self-employed work-
ers for over seventy years.

The mission of CNA is to enhance crafts and SMEs, acting as 
their partner for development, promoting economic and social 
development. This objective is pursued through a structured 
organization, a system of companies providing services and 
tailored consulting to enterprises. This modern structure pro-
vides its members with assistance, information and innovative 
solutions. 

Founded in 1946, the CNA – the Italian Confederation of Craft 
Trades and Small- and Medium-Sized Enterprises – has over 
621,000 members who employ over 1.2 million people. The 
CNA represents artisans, business owners, professionals, the 
self-employed and small and micro businesses in the tourism, 
services and industrial sectors. The broad reach of the crafts 
industry, in both major cities and small municipalities, is reflect-
ed by the CNA’s widespread presence: over 8500 workers at its 
1100+ sites, 19 of which regional and 96 local.

CNA
P.zza M. Armellini, 9
00162 Roma 

International Market and Trade Promotion Office
+39 06 44188. 271-508
internazionale@cna.it
www.cna.it

A presence that guarantees services, consultancy and infor-
mation with credibility and professionalism, fully aware of the 
active role it plays in the success of small businesses and the 
development of a segment which continues to create jobs and 
new businesses on its own. The CNA comprises 10 national 
unions: CNA Food, CNA Artistic and Traditional trades, CNA 
Wellbeing and Health, CNA Communication and Advanced Ser-
vices, CNA Construction, CNA Federmoda (Fashion), CNA FITA 
(Transport), CNA Installation and Systems, CNA Production, 
CNA Community Services. There are 45 subcategories and 5 
interest groups: CNA Youth Enterprise, CNA Women’s Enter-
prise, CNA Tourism and Trade, CNA Industry, CNA Cinema and 
Audiovisual. In addition there are also CNA Professions, CNA 
Citizens and CNA Brussels.

CNA has qualified representatives at key positions within 
Chambers of Commerce and it has founded two Italian foreign 
Chambers of Commerce in France and UAE.

FIAC - Association of Italian manufacturers of household, 
 cuisine and related items 
Via A. Scarsellini 11
 20161 Milano, Italy

Stefania Bolis - Association Manager  
tel. +39 0245418301 
affari.internazionali@anima.it - bolis@anima.it
www.associazionefiac.it - www.anima.it

FIAC - Association of Italian manufacturers of household, 
cuisine and related items - established in 1949 within ANIMA 
CONFINDUSTRIA, is still a qualified reference and specific 
point for safeguarding the trade category it represents.         

FIAC is indeed the representative organization of Italian man-
ufacturers of metal household products, the most renowned 
and representative companies of the “”Made in Italy””, brand 
of quality and excellence in the sector, producing the following 
categories of products: flatware, cutlery, cookware and metallic 
pottery.

FIAC is an active member of FEC, Federation of the European 
Cutlery, Flatware, Holloware and Cookware industries. FEC 
gathers wide representation of European companies of the 
branch and represents common technological and scientific 
interests of the industry. Moreover, FIAC is involved in the 
standard working activity within national (UNI) and international 
bodies (CEN, ISO, FEC).

The sector records a production of 825,00 million euro in 2023, 
68% of which from export.
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a casa k. 
Via Paisiello 17/D 
Calenzano
50041 Firenze

acasaksas@gmail.com
+39 02252670480
@ACASAK98

Production and decoration on crystal glass and porcelain 
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b.lab italia (brand teckell)
Via Marmolada 20
Gallarate
21013 Varese

marketing@teckell.com
+39 0331774445
www.teckell.com

Based in Northern Italy, Teckell is the brand of B.Lab Italia 
company.
Since 2003, a laboratory of ideas and experimentation, a place 
where masterpieces, rooted in Italian craftsmanship but with 
an eye to the future, are made.
Our focus is on creating luxury furnishing accessories and only 
the most resistant and finest materials – whether Canaletto 
wood, low iron tempered glass or Calacatta marble – are accu-
rately selected to become part of Teckell masterpieces.

3.0 G29 - 05

arcucci trade 
Via delle Padulette 4/6
Buggiano
51011 Pistoia

info@arcuccitrade.it
+39 0572318288
www.arcuccitrade.it

Arcucci Trade produces Made in Italy earthenware . Founded 
in 1981 by Giuseppe Arcucci,
in the last 12 years we invest in ceramic company and we 
develop our own collections. To complete our collections we 
decide to add glasses and cutlery to our assortment, always 
made in Italy. We still have an artisanal production , many 
items are entirely hand made, most of them are hand painted, 
you will never have a product exactly the same of another. 
Hand production allow us to easly customize our collections. 
Colors are our strenght, mix of differet ones is always possi-
ble. Petra and Materia collection are becaming a classic of 
tableware. 
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castiglioni 
Via A. Grandi 2
Arconate
20020 Milano

info@castiglioni.it
+39 0331463200
www.castiglioni.it

Established in 1919, Castiglioni represents in Italy one of the 
most important realities in the home textile market. The tradi-
tions and the continuous research of new ideas are blended 
to create a “Made in Italy” product which meets the needs 
of our worldwide clients. During last years our company has 
reached high quality standards in its range of plain colors 
fabrics, jacquards, printed articles, embroideries and has given 
birth to a new line of ready made items as cushions, curtains 
and tableclothes. In accordance with the new needs of our 
customers, we expanded our offer: next to our own diversi-
fied designs, thanks to a careful and dynamic internal design 
studio, the company is perfectly capable to follow customers 
directions working with them in order to create their own exclu-
sive collections.

3.1 J90 - 12

ceramiche dal prà di dal prà rita
Via Munari 102
Nove
36055 Vicenza

valentina@ceramichedalpra.com
+39 0424590001
www.ceramichedalpra.com

Ceramiche Dal Prà has always interpreted the refined purity of 
ceramic home decoration accessories. 
Hand - crafted and completely made in Italy, Ceramiche Dal 
Prà elements are fit contemporary design with the classic 
taste that has always characterized this material which is just 
as versatile as preciously unique and fragile. Since 1897 our 
passion have created pieces that are an integral part of the 
Italian ceramic culture,  our effort is to continue the tradition in 
the endless research for beauty and emotions in our everyday 
lives. Our manufacture guarantees the uniqueness of each 
single piece and creates a pleasure that flows from our hands 
to your hands and from you to the person you love.
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ceramiche sonda 
Via Friuli 12
Rosà
36027 Vicenza

ceramichesonda@gmail.com
+39 0424898446
www.ceramichesonda.it

Ceramiche Sonda made in Italy produces the famous brand 
Capodimonte, ceramics with hand made flowers and hand 
paint flowers, with 24kt real gold accents

3.0 G29 - 02

coltellerie maserin 
Via dei Fabbri 19
Maniago
33085 Pordenone

claudia@maserin.com
+39 042771335
www.maserin.com

Coltellerie Maserin was established in 1960, following the arti-
san tradition which over the centuries has led Maniago, ‘ city of 
the knives’, to excel in the world for the quality of its products.
Through constant growth over the time and   our commercial 
prestige  acquired abroad, our company helps to preserve the 
prestige of the typical knives of Maniago using the most mod-
ern techniques (laser, CNC machines) combined with the tra-
dition.With the experience gained in over 60 years in business, 
constantly looking for increasingly advanced materials and 
the particular attention given to the care of the design, today 
MASERIN brand is synonymous with quality, guarantee and 
efficiency. The wide range of products, we offer to the market, 
offers a wide choice for every need: Sport, Utility, High-Tech, 
Collection, Rescue, Multipurpose, kitchen knives and kitchen 
tools.
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damiano latini 
Via Tangenziale 14
Montecosaro
62010 Macerata

info@damianolatini.it
+390734894144
www.damianolatini.it

Damiano Latini has been designing and manufacturing furni-
ture and fully customizable modular systems for more than 20 
years. Its production is an expression of Made in Italy design, 
for which the company has been awarded multiple interna-
tional prizes such as Red Dot Award, German Design Award, iF 
Design Award to name a few. 
Creativity, innovation, and commitment are Damiano Latini’s 
founding values and actualize themselves in sustainable 
design and timeless products. All Damiano Latini products 
are made of recyclable materials and are designed according 
to DFD (design for disassembly) rules, using only mechani-
cal junctions without welding or gluing materials of different 
nature, Damiano Latini’s production consists of aluminum 
bookcases and shelving systems, furnishing accessories such 
as bottles racks, coffee tables, and kitchen accessories such 
as racks and modular organiser systems.  

3.1 H75 - 26

dea capodimonte di massimo de martino & c. 
Via Eduardo de Filippo 44
Calvizzano 
80012 Napoli

dea@deacapodimonte.com
+39 0817121714
www.deacapodimonte.com

Dea Capodimonte – a firm that works with artistic porcelain 
ware and ceramics – has been established in Naples in 1973 
by the charter member Mr. Giovanni De Martino. His children, 
Massimo and Tiziana, grew up in the firm, andquickly they 
got into passion with the ancient art, with engagement and 
dedication they lead the firm over the years, and brought it to 
the present excellence. The use of high quality materials and 
the work of highly skilled master artisans guarantee an entirely 
handmade product , strictly ‘made in Italy’. The accurate color 
research and a modern design, give to each object a new ele-
gant style. In the constant attempt of following the times and 
adapting themselves to the changing requirements of market, 
the production manufactures highly designed objects such 
as furnishings vases, cachepot, flambeau table centre-pieces, 
candlesticks, lamps and fragrance pots; the main product is a 
candle-holder made like a rose, with extractable bud.
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MADE IN ITALY
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dottus trade 
Via della Meccanica 6 
Via dell’Artigianato 25
Breganze
36042 Vicenza
info@dottus.com
+39 0445344190
www.dottus.com

Dottus is an italian manufacturer company since 1991: metal 
furnishing in modern & contemporary design - modern storage 
furniture home   

3.1 H75 - 21

f.lli graziano fu severino 
Via Martiri della Libertà 84
Mongrando
13888 Biella

postmaster@graziano.it
+39 015 666122
www.graziano.it

Our company, founded in 1841, produce in Italy in our weaving 
mill that is composed by 46 looms, all over jacquard fabrics, 
both in pure linen and in pure cotton Makò. We use these 
fabrics to make bed sets, blanket covers, light and heavy quilts 
in a lot of sizes according to customer’s request and also wide 
range of pure linen towels with fringes knotted by hand, table 
linen, kitchen linen, (towels and aprons) and needlework collec-
tion (fabrics ready made articles for embroidery).
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fc distribuzione
Cis Nola Isola 8 lotto 8013
Nola
80035 Napoli

info@fratellicarillo.it
+390815108551
www.fratellicarillo.it

Company producing indoor and outdoor home textiles 
manufacturer of carpets, curtains and furnishing fabrics and 
accessories

 3.1 J90 - 20

g.a.t. gruppo alternativo tecnoindustriale
Via per Ospitaletto 72
Cazzago San Martino
25046 Brescia

export@gatspa.it
+390307759938
www.gatspa.it

G.A.T. S.p.A. is a coffee maker manufacturer company which 
was founded in 1986. To date, we achieved a production 
capacity of 10,000 units per day thanks to state-of-the-art 
mechanical automatism. Our collection is composed of more 
than 64 coffee maker models, manufactured in different sizes, 
with typical Italian designs and made of different materials, 
suitable for different heat sources such as gas, vitro- ceramic, 
induction, or electricity. All the range offers a wide choice suit-
able to any trade channel. Lately we have ranged with innova-
tion, creating coffee makers with the function of lamps that 
enrich and complete the living of spaces both for the home 
and for shops, or for cafeterias. We distribute through over 52 
countries, on all five continents, and we are more and more 
willing to grow and improve further.
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 3.0 G29 - 03

gemitex 
Via N.Barbato 2
Andria
76123 Barletta

dino.capogna@gemitex.it
+39 0883555269
www.gemitex.it

Founded in 1988, Gemitex Spa is the Italian leading company 
for the production and distribution of  PVC tablecloths, poly/
cotton tablecloths, anti-dirty treated tablecloths, sofacovers, 
chaircovers, ironing board covers, carpets, bathmat, kitchen 
mat, rugs, sheets, pillows, bedsheet, curtains and all the whole 
range of Home Textiles. Thanks to our MADE IN ITALY quality, 
TRENDY designs, COMPETITIVE prices, EXCLUSIVE and 
PATENDED items, PROMPT deliveries, TOP customer services, 
PRIVATE LABEL facilities, LONGTERM business relationship 
with well-known Italian, European and Extra European super-
market and DIY chains, marketplaces, e-shops, wholesalers 
and distributors we are able to fulfil any request and become 
your BEST supplier than ever !

3.1 J90 - 09

i borbone arte di capodimonte 
Via Eduardo De Filippo
Calvizzano
80012 Napoli

capodimonteiborbone@virgilio.it
+39 3391851207
www.iborbone.it

All over the world it is known that Italy is rich not only in 
enchanting natural beauties, but also in an extraordinary 
artistic heritage. An important part of all this is the tradition of 
Capodimonte ceramics and porcelain which, since 1743, have 
embellished the homes of royalty and collectors. Since 1842, 
the Mollica family has signed some of the most significant 
objects of this esteemed production, marked by the crowned 
“N”, symbol of the Bourbon manufacture. From father to son, 
and up to the present day, the Mollica family has expressed the 
best of the artistic and traditional production of Capodimonte. 
Precious vases decorated and shaped by hand, centrepieces 
decorated with flowers and fruit, lamps and pottery of the 
most exquisite workmanship, up to the latest collections 
signed by Antonio Fullin Mollica who drew inspiration from 
the sea to design new lines. With the shells, these wonders of 
nature, he invented this new style of decoration where each 
item is unique and unmistakable, where the search for detail 
accompanies us with class in his “Planet Sea”!
With “I BORBONE” history and tradition continue to be present 
in the most qualified shop windows all over the world, from 
Rome to London, from Paris to Shanghai, from Seoul to Tokyo, 
from New York to Madrid, from Dubai to Moscow, with taste! 
Taste is invention, it is the search for beauty, it is culture, it is 
the study of one’s own tradition, it is the targeted choice and 
not the acceptance of everything that is proposed. Taste is 
creation and art.
“I BORBONE”, artists in Campania since 1842, are still today 
the cradle of all this.
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handmade italian ceramic
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l’arte nel pozzo di andrea corà
Via Sibilla Aleramo 11
Staranzano
34079 Gorizia

artenelpozzo@gmail.com
+39 0481485457
www.artenelpozzo.it

Established in 1995, L’arte nel Pozzo embodies Anna and 
Andrea’s dream of seamlessly blending art with Italian 
craftsmanship. With nearly three decades of expertise, our 
workshop excels in crafting ceramic and porcelain objects for 
design and tableware. A devoted team meticulously creates 
each collection in-house, ensuring every stage of the creative 
process receives the utmost care. The result is a distinctive 
range of unique, exclusive pieces embodying a style born from 
extensive research.
Our diverse tableware collections include dinner plates, 
saucers, bowls, bread baskets, and centerpieces, providing a 
broad selection for various uses and settings. The craftsman-
ship of Limoges porcelain is a particular highlight.
With a wealth of industry experience, we proudly collaborate 
with Michelin-starred restaurants worldwide. Our commitment 
to excellence extends to customization options, enabling 
clients to personalize their selections. Specializing in crafting 
bespoke products tailored to specific needs, we ensure a 
unique and tailored experience for discerning clientele.
We take pride in the exquisite beauty of our handmade 
creations, exemplifying the unparalleled artistry of Italian 
craftsmanship. Each piece serves as a testament to the rich 
tradition of ‘Made in Italy,’ reflecting our unwavering dedication 
to quality and aesthetic elegance.

3.1 J90 - 17

lamt light 
Via Federico Cesi 72
Roma 00193

info@charlottinadesign.com
+39 3381136797
www.charlottinadesign.com

Charlottina design is an Italian company that produces hand-
crafted interior design floor and table lamps, wall lamps and 
chandeliers. The lamps are mainly made up of resin modules 
of various shapes, sizes and colours that, when assembled 
together, create lamps that are always different and original 
and that blend well with various environments, from the most 
classic to the most modern. The quality of the resin is unques-
tionable. Each module is cast in special moulds and polished 
by hand. The main feature of Charlottina Design lamps is that 
each lamp can be easily customised to suit the needs of the 
end customer, who can create the lamp that best suits his or 
her taste. All lamps are equipped with an electrical socket and 
on most models, the light is filtered by single-coloured conical 
cotton lampshades.
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RED: C 0 - M 100 - Y 100 - K 0
          PANTONE: Warm Red 1302

GREEN: C 100 - M 0 - Y 100 - K 0
               PANTONE 347

“The Creative Relax” this is our aim. Present since 1979 in the 
field of Lounger and Relaxer chairs, Metal far has allowed to 
gather and develop new ideas to satisfy all the different cus-
tomers; from outdoor products to those strictly for home use

3.0 G29 - 06

metal f.a.r.
Via Torquato Tasso 2
Mazzano Fr. Molinetto
25080 Brescia

info@metalfar.bs.it
+39 0302629561
www.metalfar.bs.it

The company, founded by Pasquale Moschella in 2007, was 
born as a laboratory of artisan creations in which chairs and 
armchairs take shape for a small group of private clients.

Today, the company focuses its production on three main 
themes: the high quality of the materials used , continuous 
design innovation and the development of an iconic design. 
After three decades of experience in the furniture sector, Pas-
quale Moschella wanted to realize an idea: to found a company 
capable of offering furnishing solutions for a comfortable, 
innovative and flexible work habitat.

3.1 H75 - 30

moschella sedute 
Via Piane 129
Montorio Al Vomano
64046 Teramo

info@moschellasedute.it
+39 0861698720
www.moschellasedute.it
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olivelab
Corso Castelfidardo 30/A
10129 Torino

info@olivelab.it
+39 3201870615
www.olivelab.it

OliveLab is a startup born in 2017 in Turin, Italy with the aim of 
creating a new generation of lighting products. We believe that 
lamps should be beautiful and qualitatively perfect but, most 
of all, they should be tools to experience light and create emo-
tions. To do this, we combine the needs of human beings with 
innovative materials and technologies, producing something 
new that goes beyond the common imagination. Our design 
is pure and simple, but behind this apparent simplicity hides a 
world of research and meaning.

From the union between the nobility of glass and the strength 
of color arises the uniqueness of our creations, an extraordi-
nary synthesis of emotions of the art of painted glass.

3.1 J90 - 11

perle d’arte di tumiotto chiara & c 
Via Roma 86B
Monastier di Treviso
31050 Treviso

info@perledarte.it
+39 0422898037
www.perledarte.it
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stl srl sb
Via Monte Grappa 47
Marostica
36063 Vicenza

orsetta@stl-srl.it
+39 042475095
stilfibra.com

Stilfibra® by STL Benefit company is the first brand to furnish 
with vegetable fibre and its natural scent. On the occasion of 
the Ambiente fair, we present ‘ERBI’ the multifunctional chair 
with a shell composed of a blend of regenerated post-industri-
al polypropylene and vegetable fibre residue from agricultural 
processing and food industry.  The materials come from a 
100% Italian controlled recycling chain and are subjected 
to analysis with state-of-the-art devices to guarantee their 
absolute healthiness. Everything in Erbi had a previous history, 
but today it is actually a new product. Moreover, during the 
moulding process, we found that the vegetable fibre retains 
its original fragrance.  Our chair consists of 2 elements - shell 
and frame - for optimal disassembly and recycling. In addition, 
at the end of use the shell material can be reprocessed and 
reused with the same initial performance. This is why Stilfibra 
is a so-called ‘closed-loop’ project.
Finally, Stilfibra is also a social project: part of the profits from 
the sale of Erbi are donated to the WomenForFreedom Associ-
ation for the ‘At school with Chiara’ schooling project  
https://www.womenforfreedom.org/scolarizzazione/

3.1 J90 - 10

svanera 
Via P.Caselli 69
Lumezzane
25065 Brescia

svanera@svanera.it
+39 030871360
www.svanera.it

Svanera company born in 1960 in Lumezzane with the produc-
tion of the Kitchen knives. In 1976 begins to manufacture the 
Kitchen tools and in the 1983 start the production S. Steel Cut-
lery. In 1986 Alberto Svanera enter in the company and in 1992 
start to work also Cristian Svanera. The two brothers work 
with big passion, creating many new items and the company 
grow in high way.
The experience and the competence acquired during all these 
years are the engine for new project to satisfy the continuous 
request of the market without forgetting the attention to the 
quality on all the productions, manufacturing products with an 
inimitable Italian design, a must of Made in Italy.
Svanera makes your life easier, changing the art of cooking 
and being at the table in a daily passion.
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triade
Via dei Confini 58
59100 Prato

info@triadecasa.it
+39 0574595877
triadecasa.it

Triade is an Italian company founded in 1990. Triade produces 
both indoor and outdoor carpets, placemats with infinitive de-
signs and placemats for cats and dogs. We buy raw materials 
from qualified suppliers able to certify the materials supplied. 
Triade owns technologically advanced printing machines that 
allow to produce: customizable carpets in sizes and designs, 
floor for fair and events, prints in series or single carpets up to 
200 cm

3.1 H75 - 29

ultramobili 
Via Fossambrone 8
61121 Pesaro e Urbino

info@ultramobili.it
+39 07211777240
www.ultramobili.it

ULTRAMOBILI is an avant-garde brand that celebrates design 
through its iconic furniture, an integrated universe of comple-
ments with a strong architectural vocation and a deeply con-
temporary identity. ULTRAMOBILI furnishings are PROUDLY 
ULTRAMODERN, objects that live in the rhythm of today and 
the time of tomorrow. Tactility of materials and exclusivity of 
finishes, advanced functionality and uncompromising quality 
define the character and soul of each realization, the best busi-
ness card with which ULTRAMOBLE furniture presents itself to 
the world.
The ULTRAMOBILE universe and its key-values:
- INTERNATIONAL DESIGN
ULTRAMOBILI employs an international team of designers 
who every day imagine, design and create-with talent and pas-
sion, dedication and visionary spirit-furniture with an unmistak-
able mood, characterized by out-of-the-box design and a rare 
and unprecedented aesthetic sensibility.
- LOCAL MANUFACTURING
ULTRAMOBILI collaborates with a group of highly selected 
artisans who are closely connected to their home territory, 
Pesaro. It is from their craftsmanship that all of the brand’s 
furniture takes shape, in a continuous exchange of skills that 
places design skill and the intelligence of the hands at the 
center.
- QUALITY WITHOUT COMPROMISE
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union 
Via Azzone Sesso 48
Sandrigo
36066 Vicenza

info@napoleonitaly.com
+39 0444659679
www.napoleonitaly.com

We produce Capodimonte Porcelain flowers, chandeliers, 
Figurines and gift items

3.1 H75 - 23

valpeltro
Via industriale 1
Lograto
25030 Brescia

amministrazione@valpeltro.it
+39 0309780069
www.valpeltro.it

Artisan company prodaction furniture  for  houses, hotels and 
tableware items.
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veveglass
Via Venier 44
Marcon
30020 Venezia

info@veveglass.com
+39 0415952298
www.veveglass.com

Creation and customization of pieces of furniture, interior 
design projects and Murano glass creations.
VEVEGLASS encapsulates the legacy of Murano glass, 
boasting over 30 years of mastery in preserving this Venetian 
treasure. Combining tradition and contemporary designs, 
the expert team crafts exquisite Murano glass creations for 
diverse spaces. Offering customization in shapes, colors, and 
patterns, each piece is a unique masterpiece, enhancing any 
setting. The allure of Murano glass shines through in the chan-
deliers, glass dividers, wall décor, sculptures and centerpieces, 
captivating with its originality and exceptional quality. With an 
air of sophistication and historical significance, VEVEGLASS 
pieces elevate spaces, inviting elegance and timeless beauty. 
Explore the artistry of Murano glass and indulge in its allure 
with VEVEGLASS.

3.1 H75 - 25

wave murano glass 
Fondamenta da Mula 152 
Murano - Venezia
30141 Venezia

sales@waveglass.it
+39 0415274805
wavemuranoglass.com

Wave Murano Glass is a modern glassblowing factory situated 
on the island of Murano, led by glass master Roberto Beltrami. 
The company combines ancient Murano techniques with new 
technologies, ranging from the creation and reinterpretation 
of classic icons to contemporary lighting projects. Wave has 
gained recognition for its ability to collaborate with designers 
and luxury brands to bring their artistic visions to life. The 
company is strongly committed to sustainability, developing 
new, toxic-free colors and switching to new high-tech effi-
cient kilns. By preserving Murano’s millenary tradition while 
embracing innovation, Wave is helping to shape the future of 
glassmaking.
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